
Building the Perfect Refreshment



Abstract

How do you build the Perfect Refreshment? In this project, you

experience the slow process of 3D printing. You will discover your own

designs and methods for the way I work. I am in charge of designing,

printing, and experimenting with a bottle that will juice a fruit, and mix

with water to eventually become homemade juice. I am basing this

model off of a real product called the LifeFuel bottle. Except my model

is none electronic, and you produce the drink by hand, but of course

using this bottle. During the process, I had to make sure the

measurements were accurate before the printing process. My

hypothesis was that my model would work correctly, by squeezing all

the juice out of the fruit and fall into the bottle. And guess what? It

worked! It took three tries, and the only problem with the printing

process was when I was printing the bottle’s base, it ran out of the

filament so I had to restart. But, once it is finished, it will be easy to

use. (step by step process in Methodology) If you want a deeper dig

into my project, keep reading and looking at the model. I also want to

give a special thanks to my dad’s friend, Mr. JD, for letting me use his

3D printer and special help with teaching me how to use it.



Introduction

I am not a big fan of plain, old water. I know that sounds crazy, it is

just not my favorite. That is why, I am here to try and invent a water

bottle that produces its own kinda healthy flavoring, whenever you

want it. This is going to be a reusable bottle, so you can use it,

whenever!

It is also easy to use. You simply slice your favorite citrus fruit or any

other fruit in half and place it in the basket inside the bottle. You then

twist the cap on, forcing the inside of the cap to squirt the juice out of

the fruit, and drop through the basket, into the water bottle. You then

place the straw in and sip a flavor of happiness. You can reuse and save

the planet by non - plastic!

I will definitely need to do some measurements on how to cut and shape

this water bottle. This will be done by using a 3D printer and the

website is called Tinkercad. It will also take many trial and errors, in

order for the flavoring to go in, just how I like it. The bottle might not

be the right size to fit the cap. But if you let me continue my building,

and research, I know I can do it!



Hypothesis

My hypothesis is that the model will work correctly and function the

way it is supposed to.



Sketch of Model in 3 pieces



Methodology

Materials Needed for Project -

3D Printed Design (pictures provided above)

bendy straw

any citrus fruit you like

water

Assembly of 3 Pieces -

Place the basket into the cup, so that it fits perfectly.Then twist the

cap on, and you are ready to take or use it whenever or wherever you

want.

How to Use the Finished Product -

1 - Please add water to the bottle, and slice half of any citrus - like

fruit you would like.

2 - Then twist off the cap of the bottle, and put in the slice of fruit in

the bowl of the bottle facing the inside of the fruit up.

3 - Place the cap right above the fruit like you were to just cap the

bottle normally. Since we have our juicing part connected to the cap,

we can start to twist the cap back on the bottle.

4 - As this is happening, the juicing part should be going deeper and

deeper into the fruit, causing the juices to drop out of the bowl, and

into the water.



5 - Once the cap is twisted as far as it can go, pop off the cap, and

take out the remains of the fruit. You can then throw it away, or if

there is still some juice or fruit left, then you can refrigerate it, and

save for next time!

6 - Then twist the knob at the bottom of the bottle, and you can see

the juices in your water are mixing into a flavorful, yet healthy water

mixture.

7 - After you think that it is all mixed, you can sip the straw and enjoy.

This is perfect for a hot day, and after sports. If you want to do it

again, you can even mix it up, and do a different flavor, or even add ice

cubes to make it extra cold.



Results

After I designed my model on the computer using the model building

software, I had to make some modifications and adjustments.

Prototype #1

Problems : The three pieces I had to make separate from each other.

The sizes ended up being all messed up because of that. The basket

has too many details so I had to make some adjustments to that piece.

My dad’s friend has the 3D printer so they helped me make

adjustments to fit his device. The straw in the first piece, also can not

be printed correctly without supports. So my first prototype was



definitely a fail. Based off of those variables, it is time to move on to

the next design!

Prototype #2

Problems : The next ones we had created were way too big to be an

actual thing. We tried printing them, but they were so big, we ran out

of printing filament! We decided to not even try to print the final piece

because it was too big. On to the next model!

Model in Printing Process

Prototype #3



Perfect : Like they say, “third times a charm!” This next one looked just

like the second prototype, but we just shrunk it so that it was a

reasonable size. The first picture is what it looks like when the cap and

the holder for the fruit are all together. Second picture is the cap,

which has a piece in the middle that when you twist the cap on, it will

put pressure on the fruit to squeeze all the juice out. The third picture

is the fruit holder that goes in the bottle, when ready for use. And the

fourth picture, just shows when the holder is in the bottle, ready for a

fruit! This model came together perfectly and tho there were problems

with different prototypes. It is fine, because that is what science is;

testing!



Conclusion

Discussion : All three of my prototypes were perfect. Just not a

perfect fit for my project. Once I completed the first prototype, it

gave me a good visual of what I think will work. The first model is

always just giving you something to base the real thing off of. So my

first prototype worked, but in order for it to actually produce

correctly, we have to make some changes. So for the first piece, I

changed the height and base. I had to put in some supports for the

inside. And, I removed the straw, and just replaced it with a hole, so I

can fit a bendy straw in it, once the model is fully finished. For piece

two, the fruit holder was way too complicated and needed tons of

supports. So I changed it, so that it has only some supports, and looked

normal. I also punctured some holes in the sides so the juice can fall

out. For piece three, that piece worked great, and I made no changes

because it fit properly. Now, moving on to prototype two. I made it so

that it fits exactly the description I gave you of what we changed

from the first prototype. The only problem was that it was way too big!

It did not look like a normal water bottle. So I sized it so that it scaled

down just a little bit. And that is what was created in prototype three.

BOOM! It worked and the three pieces all fit.

Conclusion : After I finished the printing of all three pieces, it was time

for the moment of truth. Did they fit, and did the entire thing work? I

sliced an orange, put half in the fruit holder, with the fruit side facing

up. Then I twisted on the cap. The threads all aligned up perfectly

together. Once it was finished, I twisted the cap off, and took a look

at my orange. All the juice was pushed out, and just to make sure, I



took the fruit holder out of the base, and looked inside the water.

Sure enough, the juice had poured through the small holes and into the

drink. I gave the bottle a little shake, and it tasted so refreshing and

healthy. My hypothesis was correct, even though it took three tries.

The bottle works and it is printed well.



Appendix

Special thanks to my dad’s friend, Mr. JD, for letting me use his 3D

printer.
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